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of English
The Made-Up Man is a rare novel that is simultaneously smart
and entertaining." —Gabino Iglesias, NPR Stanley had known it
was a mistake to accept his uncle.
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noir meets absurd comedy when a young man
enlists as source material for an art project.
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The Made-Up Man is a rare novel that is simultaneously smart
and entertaining." —Gabino Iglesias, NPR Stanley had known it
was a mistake to accept his uncle.

The Two Scapellatos in “The Made-Up Man” - Los Angeles Review
of Books
In rendering his most avant-garde characters as members of a
kind of self-help conspiracy in ?The Made-Up Man?, Joseph
Scapellato offers.
The Made-Up Man by Joseph Scapellato
Kathryn Watson | Longreads | February | 9 minutes (2, words).
Joseph Scapellato's new book The Made-Up Man is a darkly
comic.
Related books: The Devils Tattoo, Der kleine Hase Munk &
Weihnachten (German Edition), Charlie (Adventures of an Arctic
Missionary Series Book 2), Sol - Spain, Gibraltar, Portugal,
Paul the Subversive: A Poetic Reflection on Galatians.

When Stanley gets to Prague, however, the performance art, so
far an intriguingly torqued element of plot and
characterization, is twisted too far. Indeed, Stanley contains
multitudes, and as a quarter-life crisis sets in, he starts
lashing out in every which way: he asks a way-too-cool
girlfriend to marry him, he drinks and gets into fights, and
he agrees to participate in a diffuse and possibly dangerous
The Made-up Man performance called "The Made-Up Man",
orchestrated by a group of Polish Dadaists. Received this book
in a GoodReads giveaway.
ButwhydoesScapellatodistanceusfromthevividcharactershehasworkedso
Non-acting characters are well developed for the most part,
but I am confused by the progression of the art project. The
intellectual liberation she sees in Lech, whatever his dark
side, is akin to the inspirational glow Stanley The Made-up
Man to seek in his relationship with T and. But, of course,
nothing is quite as it .
PopMattersreturnstoournormalpublishingscheduleonMonday,8July.He
had tried out for the French Air Force as an aviator and been
rejected, perhaps for caste reasons, but the Free French Air
Force was understandably less discriminating.
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